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Campus safety in Extrellle Makeover::&WU Bditiorl
fi l
,/
focus as V-Tech
•
anniversary
approaches
~~

Kl'isten Seturins

Herald Staff

Roger Williams University has a reputation of
having a safe campus.
"I haven't been concerned for my safetv here.
and I really believe something like Virgini·a Tech
wouldn't happen he1·e. probably because we're just
such a small school... said sophomore Amy Silvia.
But with the growing number of campus shootings across t h e country. som e students. including
Silvia. have grown uneasy. "I feel like if something
like Virginia Tech did happen [on campus], it would
prnbably be chaos, berause I don·t know what or
how to use the emergency plan we have."
On April 16. 2007. 32 people were killed after a
student, who later killed himself opened fire on the
Virginia Tech rampus. Coincidentally. RWU had
cancelled classes because of inclement weather, and
many sLudents were glued to their TVs watching
the reports as word got around campus of the
events unfoldingjn Virginia.
Shortly after whanvould be deemcdth!:fmost
devastating school shooting in U.S. hi:story, President Roy J. Nirscht>l ~Pnt a letter to students as·
suring them that the necessary precautionary
mPasures would be taken to better inform students
of emergencies.
When students returned for the 2007-:WOS academic year. RWU tested the Connect-Ed alert sys·
tern. sendmg students a message via e-mail. text
message. and an automated voice message. The
same system has been used to cancel classes and
even lasL semester's finals because of poor weather.
One of the main reasons for this syslem to be put in
affect was the poor communication at Virginia Tech
that resulted in manv uninformed students.
"With Virginia Tech. Connect-Ed really began
marketing strongly about how their system could
very quickly have a campus geared up to get out
with distribution via many differenl mediums and
See SAFETY p. 9

Co11stmt·tio11 hegan at .Vorth Campus causing detoun and i11com·e11ie11n:.1 /or .~t11ele111s and sta(/.'
n?ar o{constmction.

Sarah Smilh
Thi~ i.~ 1/ie .Han ofmnre than a

·

Six construction projects set for year ahead
Sarah Smith
HN·ald Staff
On an early, rainy Wednesday morning. soph·
omore Allison Collins parked her car in the secludedJot-. 2l~nearher~8'«.m.-o.North,Cam:ptt~ -~h\sS-: - As

she approached the building, she made sure to
walk on the other s.i de of the constrnclion cones
and tape. away from the heavy construction equip·
ment digging a deep trench on the main road.
"You can't walk hem!" a public safety officer
growled at Collins. as she continued.
·'Apparently I was walking through a con·
struction site. even though I was on the other side
of the tape and out of their way."' Collins said. The
public safety officer curtly told Collins that next
time. she would need to walk to the other end of the
parking lot. and h ead toward her class using the
sidewalk that passes Nike and leads to the North
Campus building.
Collins was getting a sneak preview of a year
and a half of campus construction \\Ork that will
continue from now until August of 2009. Joe Pang·
born. RWU Vice President and Chief Information
Officer, explains. ··over lhe next year. there will be

at least six major construction projects on ca mpus."
These projects include the New Academic
Building in the cenler of campus. a new residence
hall on the north side of campus. a new admissions
1
ildin«·~lftain:.ttMillc - .. Q'S P t
1
°
[adjacent to the Marine & Natural Sciences Building). an extra deck on the north campus parking

garage, and rerouting of the north campus mfra·
structure to accommodate these new buildings.
Pangborn has been immersed in Lhese con·
structlon prnjects. which are outlined in ::;ix thick
books of construction plans stacked on h1s desk. He
looks at the plans and predicts that "'whik• the ear·
lie~t signs of construction will be seen in :\larch
2008, the construction of actual buildings is not ex·
pectecl to begin until after commencement m May...
Dave Zewinski, tho l~xecut.ive Director of Cap·
ital Projects. Campus Planning and Roal Estate.
estimnles construct10n for the will start m August
2008. While the completed buildings will presurnablv be wonderful asset::; to the universit,·. there
wili be difficulties during construction, csp.ecially
with parking. Zewinski said. "The new dorm is
:

See CONS1'RUC170N p. 4

Senate struggles with turnover
Kel/eigh Welch

Features Editor

In the wake of HWU Student
Senator Joseph Strumolo·s failed attempt to have himself reinstated ear·
lier this month. questions have arisen
over the board's high lurnover rate
tlus year.
Stnuuolo's forced resignation
marked the eighth time that a senator has stepped down this year.
whether for personal or political reasons.
"We had two senators go abroad
this semester. two people that decid
ed to resign to focus mo1·e on academics. three people resigned due to personal reasons. and one of them was
recent!~· removed ... Student Senate
Tn•asurer Shashwat I3ax1 said.
According to Baxi. .Jessica Sultaire. Meghan Hogan. Daniel Ruth.
Mike.• Mcgarty. and Lnnn Hatoum arc
among the students that resigned,
while Strumolo was removed from
t;tudPnt Senak. and Colin 0-Reilly

and Cassie Carlson went abroad this
semester.
With memhc>rs leaving and being
replaced at an unprecedented rate.
the risk of St udt•nt. Senate not fulfilling its duties to it~ full potential has
heen a topic of chscussion among
some students and faculty members.
along with questions about the qffoc·
tivencss of Stuchmt Senate's leadership.
The Senate ron::;titution clearly
outlines the duties of the Senator;.
Senate·s mission statements declares:
"Entrusted b~ the students. the Roger
Williams University Student Senate
is the aclvoc·atc of student rights, responsibilities. and opinions. Act mg as
n ha::;on between the student hody
and the Univc.·rsitv's administration
and faculcy. tlw Sc.nate is re:>ponsiblt•
for represcntrng the myriad of student thoughts and resolYing their
concerns:·
"SenatP is the voice of the students through tlw administration and
the rest of th1• nunpus community."

Stude1it Senate Vice President Alicia
Mershen-Perl'~ said. "Beca use nol
every studenl doesn't have the time
and can't advocate their righl. and
that is wlw we are here. to hear these
students ~nd advocate for them:
The Student Senate also works
closely with clubs and organizations.
providing fonding when needed.
It has proven difficult to (ill these
senator positions when so many students have shown a lack of inte1·est.
'"We're having a hard time with
new people coming on. clearly thafs
been the case:· Baxi said. "New people comrng onto Senate is difficult for
everyone involved in the process.
Finding committees for the new sen·
ators to sit on. educating them about
the bill writing process. and getting
them comfortable \vith our constitu·
tion and bvlnws arc iust n fow of the
difficulti.ei that a~·e faced when
adding new senators to our organiza
tion. Numerous students have
showed int<•rest in being appointed to
Senate throughout the semester. but.
0

unfortunate!\' we have not ~een thi,;
translate int~ more people running in
our Spring Elections."
Recently. senators filled their last
open seat. !;ringing the board hack to
its full complement of 21. thus creating a full Sc>nate for the fo·st t11ne in
months. However. the <.>ffrC'ts of a
high turnover rate are still present.
and Senate is working to recuperate.
",\lot of the turnover rate> was for
academic reasons:· Veronica Coh.m1b.
President of Student Senate said.
See S.AFE1Y p. 5
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l ·ETTERS TO THE . EDITOR
To the Editor:
I am pleased that Hawk's Herald reporter Teddy Applebaum covered the
library display on the Holocaust, Elie Wiesel, and Night ("Library exhibit exposes 'horror' of Holocaust." March 6, 2008). Not mentioned in the article is
the fact that the display is part of a series of events sponsored annually by
the John Howard Birss Memorial Lecture Fund and Library Fund, including-besides the library display lovingly created by Pxofessor Christine Fagan of
the RWU Library faculty--lectuxes, a book discussion, and a writing/arts competition. Each yeal', the John Howard Birss LectUl'e Committee chooses a
noteworthy literary work that is having a noteworthy anniversary and celebrates that text by sponsoring lectures, the library exhibit, and a one-credit
course.
I wish to identify the sponsorship of the library exhibit for two reasons:
1) Identifying the sponsorship of the exhibit is an important fact concerning
the exhibit. 2) The same issue of Hawk's Herald questions the wisdom of
bringing high-hono1·aria speakers to campus, and I wish to inform the student body that their tuition dollars ate not used to fund the annual Birss
events. For financing, Birss activities tap a fund donated to RWU by a generous alum--Robert Blais, class of 1970.
Next year, we will be celebrating the 125th anniversary of Mark Twain's
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. We hope that the Hawk's Herald will cover
Birss events again next year as it did this year.
James Tackach
Professor of English
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Dear Editor:
As an intern at the American Cancer society, I would like to take the time
to encourage you all to get involved with Relay for Life at Roger Williams
University this year. There is still time!
RWU will be hosting the Relay For Life on April 5 - 6 stai·ting at 5 p.m. in
the Recreation Cent~r. Relay For Life is a fun-filled way to celebrate cancer
survivorship and raise money for the research and programs of your local
American Cancer Society. Last yeai- 14 Roger Williams University teams
raised over $11.000 for the American Cancer Society. The goal this year is to
exceed last year's achievements.
During this event, teams of people take turns walking or running laps
around a track. Each team takes shifts trying to keep at least one team member walking at all times for 18 hours. Team members are encouraged to camp
out along the track overnight and enjoy great entertainment. food and camaraderie. Teams raise money by gathering sponsors in advance to support
their participation in the Relay. Relay For life Taises money for important research. education. advocacy, and local patient services.
The American Cancer Society's annual Relay For Life' \vill be held in 20
locations throughout Rhode Island this year. Cancer Survivors will be honored dlffing the Re1a:v and will be invited to take their own "Survivors' Lap"
around the traC'k during the opc•ning ceremonies. In addition. a luminaria
ceremom will be held ac dark. Candles are placed in luminaria bags bearing
the nam~s of those that have cancer or those we have lost. The bags are
placed around the track and when lit, create a lighted path of hope for Relay
walkers throughout the night.
There is still time to make a team if you aTe a student, faculty, staff or
cancer survivor. For more information on how you can get involved or create
yom· own team. please csmtact Lindsay Bauer at Lbauer774@hawks.rwu.edu
or Lauren Elliott at Lelliott216@hawks.rwu.edu.

AssIBTANTFEATURFSEDITORS
KELCIE SWEENEY

LORIN RICHARDSON
WEB MANAGER
TEDDY APPLEBAIJl\f

CONTACT us AT:

fuWKSHERALD@GMAIL.COM
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1continue to b_e impressed by the quality
of employees we recruit from Bryant."

ROBERT CALABRO '88
TAX PARTNER, PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS

Elysse Parente
Senior

Start your career with a competitive advantage.
Earn your Master of Professional Accountancy
(MPAc) degree at Bryant University.
• The two semester MPAc program meets the
150-hour requirement for CPA licensure.

CONDO FOR SALE w/
WATER VIEWS
EAST BAY
AREA

• Learn the accounting, client relations, and
project management skills that will set you apart
from the crowd.
• More than 40 top regional and international

Completely refurbished five room, one-level
with two bedrooms and two full baths!

~o

firms recruit at Bryant each yea!".
Meet a Bryant University representative at

Superb fully applianced kitchen
with granite countertops!

Hardwoods/granite/marble floot-ing
.!

the Roger Williams University Career Fair:

Wednesday, April 9 from 1:00 p.m. in the Campus Recreation Center

4:00

p.m.

Contact us at (401) 232-6230 or
e-mail mpac@bryant.edu

New Price $249,900
Ca11Do.:ci.atHome Values Real tJ8,t265-2594

for more details!

GRAD OAT~ SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Smithfield, Rhode [s]and
www.bryant.edu
(401) 232-6230

Bryant
UNIVERSITY

Disclaimer: The views. statements, opinio11s, depictions and/or representations (expressions) contained herein are solely those ofthe 'Hawk's Herald
and do t!Ol and are 1101 meant to represent or be. attributed to the expressions or Roger Williams Universi1y. any trustee, officer, agent, employee,
student oi· representatii 1e ofRoger 'Williams Un(rersity and neithe~· are such expressions authorized, accepted or condoned by the University.
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Opinion Editorial
Speak English, please.
Samantha Law

"You are in America, speak English" is
a statement I've heard all too often. We
take advantage of something that is ingrained in us in the United States, which
is (generally) everyone we will encounter
in America speaks English. "Should English Be Our National Language?" was the
topic of the Socrates Cafe on Wednesday,
March 5th.
At the beginning of the discussion, a
clip of a Presidential debate where both
parties, Democrats and Republicans were
asked if there should be an official Language, no one said yes. Hillary Clinton
made the comment that if there was an official language, it would then mean that
all voting ballots would only be in English,
which could cause problems with some voters in places such as New York City. Native English speakers can find voting to be
a daunting task. Never mind being a nonnative English speaker who suddenly had
to use an English ballot to vote instead.
As someone who speaks another language other than English, hearing someone at the Socrates Cafe say, "Bilingualism would divide us" baffles me. As an
American born citizen, I feel blessed I had
.the opportunity to learn English and my
native language at the same time. I never
felt divided.
During the Socrates caf6 discussion, a
participant said, "If you come to America
and you do not learn English, you are
short-changing yourself."
People can come to America without
knowing a single word of English and survive here. Of course knowing English
while living in America affords you opportunities other immigrants do not possess.
However. there are those who make the

decision not to learn English and still live
happy, successful lives in America.
If you come to America should you
learn English for the betterment of yourself and your family? Yes. Should learning
English be mandatory? No. Will your life
improve if you know English? Maybe.
When l heard a participant in the
Socrates Cafe say, "If you don't learn our
language, go home" was outrageous and offensive. Our language? What is "our" language? Some people cannot learn "our"
language because they do not have lhe
time, the money, or the opportunity to do
so. Just because people are lucky enough
to immigrate to the United States does not
mean that they can afford English classes
when they need to feed their families by
working minimum wage jobs in factories
or fast food restaurants.
So, if it were mandated that immigrants had to learn English, should free
English classes be available? [Yes. Or
should all non-English speakers go home?
Okay, then send back the people who do
not speak English, and then who will be
doing the many unwanted jobs that we
have in the United States?]
Before you claim what "our" language
is, please look at your roots, and where you
came from. I was born in the States, I
speak English, but I also speak CantoneseChinese, and Mandarin-Chinese, so which
one is "my" language? Do not fit me into a
single-box of English, I aJn multilingual
and I am American.
I leave you with this: The necessity to
know more than one language in this
world is closing in on us fast. It is time for
America to follow in the path of being
bilingual, if not multilingual.

Opinion
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can Women Lead?
Kelcie Sweeney

A discussion about the role of women in leadership positions in society was held
in the Multicultural Center at 6 on Tuesday and was hosted by the Multicultural Student Union. Topics of the discussion ranged from working women to female homemakers and from strong messages of independent women from role models to societies
continuation of objectifying and confining women to certain ideals.
It was mentioned early on in the discussion that women have come a long way in
terms of being leadel's in today's society. Which is true, there are more women working
in many fields that have always been male dominated jobs like medical, law, business
and construction. However United States is still very much a male dominated society
and according to some women at the meeting, still closed to women.
When you say the word President, CEO, and CFO, who do you think of? Was the
person male or female? Many people at the meeting said that when thinking of these
words they thought of male figures not female. In United States history these positions
have been notoriously male figures and even on the eve of a presidential election, which
could potentially give the United States its first female president, people still think of
male.
Because of many women's perception of work places as being male territory there
is often a conceived "us against them" mentality which is detrimental to the work place.
Many women believe that in order to stand out in the work place they have to be the
best or at least better then men. While some would say that isn't true, there is a perceived feel in the environment of the work place that makes many women feel that they
have to work harder then men because they won't be recognized for their work if they
don't.
This desperation to get noticed often starts in grade school indicated some at the
meeting. Girls aren't that great at math and therefore struggle at it while many boys
breeze right through it with ease. Continue on to middle school and high school when
many girls' bodies start to change and often become different from the beautiful model
on television. This to destroys many women's view of themselves and makes them prone
to listening to what the culture of society says is how women should be.
Yet is most of the conflict coming from the work force or society's notions of what
women should be in society? It is simple the work force is the place that most of the cultural ideals are challenged. Women aren't in their domestic sphere any more and more
often then not women are finding their place in the work force.
Women in the work force often delay families in order to be more successful in the
work force. A pregnancy or a sick child could result in multiple missed days of work
for a woman and ultimately result in poor reviews by employers. These poor reviews
could reflect negatively in the event that there is a chance of a promotion or pay raise.
These are events that many men never have to even consider. However in recent. years
men too have earned the right to stay at home with their newborn child too but women
are the ones that are most effected.
Stay at home mothers are one of the most unappreciated professions in the work
force. They provide a good life for their families and work hard to provide supportive
envii-onments. While some people may view them as subservient to men that is not always the case. Just as women can choose to work other women can choose to stay home.
While these two extremes of a woman in the work force and the stay at home mom
have often conflicted in the past. Many people believe that women have to decide between being in the work force and being good supportive mother, however more and
more women are doing "double duty" and working a full time job and also taking care
of their family. This trend of double duty parenting is allowing many women to excel in
the work force and also enjoy a family life at home.
All of these cultw·al beliefs focused on women being less capable to lead and work
to some may seem to be ghosts of a past generation. But how accurate is that assumption? Is our generation going to be the generation that finally recognizes that women
have a choice to work and "break the glass ceiling'' of the workforce and lead?
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Opinion Editorial
RWU 's Bush Administration
Dee DeQuattro
It's not that the Bush administration did not try to be a success, it is just that it failed at most of the idealistic initiatives that
it tried to impose on this country. Today, as presidential elections
are approaching, it is important to remember the failures of the
current administration when selecting a new administration. This
stands true for both the U.S. government and the Student Senate
at RWU. Elections are rapidly approaching for the Student Senate
and it is time that the students vote for change.
The current Senate has mirrored the Bush administration in
multiple aspects and.it is time to end this reign.
Student Senate, like the Bush administration. was elected to
office by the minority. In fact, according to statistics given at a
leadership conference for all campus organizations earlim· this
year, Senate elections usually attract between 17 to 30 percent of
student voters. I can take a good stab that this 17 percent are the
student senators and all of their good friends.
Bush, unf01·tunately, was elected to office after losing the popular vote but getting the electoral vote. The people lacked the
power to change the outcome of the election in 2000. However, in
the case of Student Senate, the students absolutely have the
power to make a difference. Vote, but when you vote, vote to overturn the status quo in Senate. Burst the popularity bubble. Then
at least we can have a say in the body that governs us. Perhaps
like the U.S. government, a candidate offering "a fresh new face'"
to the political system needs to run and turn things around.
Like the Bush administration, student senators have the
power to "stock" the government with their "buddies and followers" thus making the government more of a clique and less of a
government. When a senator is impeached 01· resigns, the Student
Senate president has the right to appoint a new senator, as long
as there are no more than t.wo vacant seats. This is a process of
convenience which oversteps the democratic process of a vote.
Similar to the way the Bush administration appoints all Bush
supporter~ into important positions, such as the Supreme Court
Appointment in 2005 instead of more qualified candidates.
Student senators could argue that they appoint the most qualified candidates but how do we know'? It is not very well publicized
when they are looking for candidates to appoint to the Senate.
People do not know that they should apply or even inquire about
the position because more often than not the student body does
not know that there are open seats. Through the process of appointment, RWU senators are able to pull in their friends, forming
a stronger Senate clique. This is supposed to be a government, not
a social gathering.
Also paralleling the·Bush administration, the Student·Senate
relishes in its privacy. If the Senate has a closed-door session, only
a two-thirds vote from the Senate releases the records to the public. This happened recently during the forced resignation of former Senator Joe Strumolo.
The Bush administration also celebrates its privacy, continuously passing legistation that blocks records from being released
and protects the secrecy of government agencies. For instance, the
Patriot Act not only lets the government pry in to citizens lives it
also allows the government a great deal of privacy. Secret records
are an everyday occurrence for the Bush administration and they
are becoming more common to the RWU Student Senate.
But Why? What does the Senate have to hide? The Bush administration can at least argue that it needs to protect national
seClll'ity. However. student senators are not protecting the security of the RWU community. As a government, they have the responsibility to be transparent to their constituents. It is time for
change; we need Student Senate candidates who want Senate
records to be more open and accessible to students. It is up to the
constituents tO keep the government in check. But with strict privacy policies we are stripped of this moral obligation.
Finally, Student Senate, like the Bush administration, has
failed to provide fair trials. The Bush Administration has thousands of prisoners locked up in Guantanamo Bay, some whom
never even get to meet with their lawyers to prepare cases.
To a lesser extent, Student Senate has just recently eliminated the right to a fair trial. Joe Strumolo was forced to resign, however, he was only given one oral appeal and he was removed from
the room during the closed-door debate of his resignation. Maybe
the Student Senate was right and he deserved to resign. But it is
a part of the democratic process to be given a fair trial. Even for·
mer New York Gov. Elliot Spitzer got the chance to defend himself
and negotiate a contract before being forced to hand in his resignation. Strumolo was not even given the opportunity to deiend
himself when his impeachment was being reviewed. Instead he
was forced to leave the room and the Senate entered into a closeddoor session. The records of this session will never be released.
This country is currently ruled by an administration that the
majority of the people oppose on a wide range of issues and policies. It is scary that RWU has a Student Senate that parallels this
failing administration.
Students are constantly complaining about the unfairness of
the Student Senate and it is time to take action. Run for office and
make a change or simply cast a vote. It is time to bash through
the Student Senate clique and re-invent an RWU student government.
I respect the efforts made by the current student senators and
their service to this school. They work hard at what they do, however. I feel that it is time for change. The student senators are
heading down a dire road and it is up to the student body to turn
it around. Do not let RWU become like the U.S. under the Bush
administration. Vote next week on MyRWU Wednesday and
Thursday.
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CONSTRUCTION: Changes on the way
Cont'd from page J

going to be a built in a parking lot [F
lot], so many spaces will be lost there.
However, the new level on the parking garage will take care of those
spaces and others lost during construction." Indeed, construction on a
nearly 300-space layer of the garage
will begin in June 2008, and will be
completed by the beginning of the
Fall 2008 semester.
This multimillion-dollar project is
part of the RWU's 2020 Plan. This
plan aims to improve the university's
approach toward everything from admissions to diversity, and curriculum
structure to technology. Additionally,
President Nirschel's summer 2007
president's update explains the plan's
main objective is to create " ... a student-centered campus of the future;
one that embraces technology but
still retains the most important
human elements of a living and
learning community."
While parking se~ms to be the
most prominent issue that comes up
when discussing the construction,
many of the other issues the school
faces seem to center around the construction of the New Academic Building and the fate of Nike Hall. These
issues include reassigning housing
space to students in the Nike living
and learning community, relocating
the classes that are currently held in
the former student union to other academic buildings, and finding meeting places for the clubs and organization.s that meet in the former student
union.
RWU Housing Director Tony
Montefusco lists several reasons for
the new four-story dormitory, which
will contain apartments and suites.
One reason is to rely less on the off
campus housing, or "octopus arms."
including King Phillip, Founder's
Brook, Baypoint and Almeida. "We'd
like to have them [the students and
housing] more centrally located [on
campus]." Additionally, he hopes that
the new building will alleviate some
of the overcrowding and make more
room for on-campus housing, to decrease reliance on the those 'octopus
arms.'

In regards to Nike Hall, the
sched1:1led to be a residence hall a~ter this scho~l y~ar,
~~ntefusco. said. Becau~e Nike is a
hvrng-~earrung coi:nmumty'. students
wh~ wish to stay m t~e umt beyond
their fr.eshman ~ea~ will have the opportumty to be hve rn Stonewall O~e,
?n floors two ~d three. w~~re th~ livmg and learmng commumties will be
reloca~ed. St~de~ts outside of Nike
""'.ho wish to li.ve rn Stonewall One on
eit~er floor will b": able to relocat~ to
?es1gnated rooms m Stonewall buildmgs Two and Four.
.
To. the south of the f!-eV.: res1de~ce
~all will be a new admis_s10ns buildmg, located _at the ma~ entrance
near the Public. Safety station ai:id ~he
S~hool of Architecture. The building
will stand at 30 feet tall and would
house bot~ ~raduate and undergraduate adrms~1ons ~ffices. .
.
John ~g. ~ice President of Stud~nt. Affarr~, ~aid that the new admiss10ns bwldmg ~eeds. to .r:eflect the
growth.. of the umversit~ m recent
years_. We have. appro~ately 23
f~-t~me p rofessionals m a small
1
buil~g. _Its not up to cod~; they are
working m a sub-par environment.
and we need a place that will s:11~wcase the school, ~nd can be a ,,h~ng
room ~?r prospective students. King
adds, In te.rm_s of w~rk_ sp~ce, the
cu:rent Adm1ss1ons bu1ldmg is totally madequate for the growth of RWU.
Also, th~ fact t~at we have had an increase. m applicants from . 3,500 to
8,000 m recent years, this means
there are many more people visiting
the campus, ~;id we need to have
room for them.
The old student union will be
~nocked down shortly after graduat10n .to m~~ way for the l':Jew. Acade~ic Bmldmg. :SY the beg1~11~g of
the 2008 academic year, Z~wmski expects to .ha_ve the foundations for t~e
new buildmg to be complete. T?is
~hree-~tory, 14,000-square-foot buildmg Wlll ~ous~ num~rous departments, ~run.ar1ly foreign l~ngua~e,
~ommumcat1?n~ and. creat1ve-wntmg. T~e bmldmg.. w1U feature ~u
merous 'Mac Labs for commurucations and foreign-language use, a
~>Uilding "is,~ot

state-of-the-art newsroom, at least 50 tion. After the old student union
faculty offices, and a ~ynamic Ian- building is demolished, both the
guage lab where foreign-language Study Abroad Office and Feinstein
stude~ts can.have~ more interactive Service Learning Center wlll be relo~xpenence with theu- language learn- cated to Nike Hall. The old student
mg.
. .
.
.
union was also a meeting place for
In addit10.n to issues with every- several campus clubs and organizaday ca~pus hfe, the ?onstructio~ is tions. While there are no specific fualso sub3ect to regulat10ns and b.uild- ture homes planned out for the clubs,
rng codes set by the Town of Bristol. "We [Dept. Student Programs and
According to King, regulations dictate Leadership] are working with every
that the buildings and structures club that met in the old student union
~ust not reach taller than 48 feet so that it has a suitable location to
high, or exceed the hieght of the trees continue meeting in once the con~ong Metaco.m Avenue. The new res- struction begins," said Josh Hiscock,
idence hall w~ll be exactly _48 fee~ ta~l. the Associate Director of Student Pro'.illd the parkmg garage will be s1gnif- grams and Leadership.
ic~tly shorte_r than 48 feet, so the
Aside from town building regulaheight_ regulat1~ns are not e~ected to tions, RWU also wants to continue
be an issue dunng construction.
working toward the idea.of becoming
During a town m~eting nearly a "green" campus. Currently, the detwo weeks ago, the Bnstol planning sign of the New Academic Building is
board approv?d RWU's plans to build on track for a "gold standard" as de~he new parkmg _de~k, four-story re~- fined
t~e U.S. Gree~ Building
idence hall, admissions house and, 1f Council, while the new residence hall
need be, mod~lar buil~ings that is headed toward a silver standard,
would temp.o.r:ar1ly ?ouse either facul- the nex.t highest ranking ?fbuildings.
ty and admimstrat1ve offices or class- According to Pangborn.' Our goal is
rooms, depending on what needs to have all the buildings on campus
more space. The school hopes to not meet the standards for a silver-level
need the modular buildings, Pang- certification. We may not choose to
born said. "We're hoping not to have spend the administration money to
~o do ",1odular classrooi:us; ,";ie're hop- g.et th~ piece of paper that gives cermg we re abl~ ~ use ~ik?.
.
tificat10n, but we can at least adhere
T~e adm1~st~ation is .?opmg to to the standards (of silver and gold
use Nike as a swmg space over the level buildings.]"
next few years of extensive construc-

?Y

Sarah Smith

Theater puts on one 'Fantastick' production
Lorin Richardson
Asst. Features Editor

1

As the stage set for "The Fantasticks", the annual theatre musical
just two weekends ago, the cast
glowed of the accomplishment that
they had come together to finish the
production. One month of hardworking practice was pulled together
about a young couple in love are separated from each other from a wall
created by their mothers. When the
wall is t~ken away and their true
identities are revealed, each goes out
to seek what they were missing. After
some comical chai·acters and challenging, breathtaking music the overall message of the play captivated
many that saw it.
The Fantasticks production has
been running since 1960 and has had
17.162 performances. which makes it
the longest running musical. "This
Fantasticks" was also the musical
this year at RWU and was performed
on February 29th, March 1st, 2nd.
6th, 7th, and 8th and encompassed an
eight person cast of Roger Williams
students. This event was open to the
public.
The cast practiced about 6 to 7
days a week. about 2,to 4 hours a
night. In the end, the overall turnout
surpassed their expectations with a
full house almost every night. Amanda Jenkins who played the female

lead Louisa said that "The audience
was receptive and active. with the actors, there was a lot of laughter coming from the house."
Stephanie Dean, a new theatre
faculty department professor at
Roger Williams. directed the play.
Dean says that she was overall very
happy with the play, and the way
that the cast interacted with one another. "Lots of fun comic moments
came from rehearsal. The moment
when Casey goes 'ah' and falls down
wasn't planned but we kept it. It was
fun watching the characters develop
singing and acting- hearing some of
them say they wouldn't do something
and eventually pulled through. "
But there were a couple of bumps
along the way. Jenkins also became
sick before the first weekend of the
show.
"I was afraid l wasn't going to be
able to catch-up with the part, but the
whole cast was very kind, encouraging, and helped me. They totally
made me feel like a part of their family and I got right back out there and
did my best to bring Luisa to life."
When Jenkins was unable to perform the first weekend, Stephanie
Dean's colleague encouraged her to
play the part, since an understudy
was cast and was unfortunately unable to perform in the show. There
were also two outbreaks of strep. one

Stcpbanif Dc111

person had tonsillitis, and there were. College Theatre Festival). Chrii
a couple of family emergencies in the O'Brien who played Henry and CaseJ
Mandel who played Huckabee werl
four weeks of practice.
But the show must go on and it nominated through the ce11ter to co
did. There were many rave reviews pete for the prestigious Irene Ryal
and some fan mail from the audience, acting award. Aprile Giugliano wh
as well as some nominations for the played Bellomy also got honorabll
KCATCF (Kennedy Center American mention.
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SENATE: Students leave for acadelllic, personal reasons
of support and recognition," as stated Senate," senator Juan Escoriza said.
In order to help these new senain
the
Senate
mission
statement.
RWU
Vice
President
John
King
tors
adjust to Senate, the other mem"There was only one who thought
that Senate was not dealing with the Since the senate works so closely has worked closely with student Sen- bers of Senate have been holding
issues he thought they should have, with the clubs and organizations on ate for four years, and has been avail- Senate socials in order to build a
but recently more or less i·easons campus, the effects of the tm·nover able to assist them in any current is- stronger relationship.
"We think [these socials] foster
have been academic issues because rate can branch into and affect them sues they may have when needed.
Through his experience with Senate, relationships between everyone and
they want to focus on research or as well.
Dominic Lombardi, General King said he has been proud of their help people be able to grow and make
something."
Manager
of WQRI, said that "it's un- decision-making.
policies to help the students," MerHowever, for some fo1·mer senafortunate
that
senate
ls
having
is"Senate
mirrors
real
life
and
is
schen-Perez said. "If you can't com tors, their reasons for stepping down
were not based on their academics. sues, and having them in such a pub- real life, meaning that because it's a municate with your peer, how are you
Former Senator Daniel Ruth, he said lic front, whereas with WQRI if we governance organization, there are supposed to work with them to make
he felt "my leadership could be uti- were having any issues, I feel like disagreements on what should be a resolution? We feel like now that we
they would be less out the1·e for done and what decisions are ulti- have a full senate we can finally
lized elsewhere."
mately made, and I think that is part move forward. We don't have tons of
"I joined Student Senate to add a everyone to see."
Lombardi also said he felt that of the democratic process," King said. time left, but with the time we do
new pe'rspective and to give a voice to
a different portion of the campus," seeing Senate go through these 'is- "They are not perfect just like any have left we want to make the biggest
Ruth said. "My agenda was for equal- sues has made the other organiza- other branch of governance. They are effect we can."
With only two months left of
ity amongst organizations primarily, tions stronger. "We can see what is learning. What I like abut the Senate
but also to have the body examine going on with student Senate and we at Roger Williams is that they have a school, tune is running short for sentheir internal functions. There should can see what they are doing well/not history of trying to develop younger ate, however this does not mean that
have been an evaluation of whether well and how this applies to the or- leaders that are going to be i·eady and Senate is ready to quit.
experienced to take other people's
"I'd like to see a lot less of what
or not everything was running fairly ganization I work with." he said.
places.
questions
linked
to
They
will
push
the
envelope
However,
has
happened, such as people leaving
and whether or not the current sysstudent senate in the middle of the
tem was working in a more efficient Senate's leadership and their duties on certain important topics."
A recent example, King said, is semester," Baxi said. "[Current senstate. After realizing that the agenda stillJinger, as Senate is still working
the attempt to give free RIPTA pass- ators] should stick it out for the sethat I was trying to achieve was not with their internal issues.
"1 think the real problem comes es to all students, not only the :fresh- mester, and try to do what is in the
being heard by the executive board, I
best interest in the student s enate.
felt that I could serve the student down to leadership/' Ruth said. "I men.
Much of the turnover has not We've been doing the best that we
body in better ways than sitting think that when a majority of such a
around a table with no real opinions large group like Senate shows disap- only affected the general Senate can with what we·ve been dealing
on the business we were actually tak- proval of their leadership, there members, but has also effected "ti- with and even though there has been
should be an investigation into how tled" positions. Among positions re- a lot of talk about us falling apart,
ing care of."
Ruth also said that his experi- things ean run better, and one of the cently changed are the secretary. as we're still here and we're still going
ence with Senate was not all nega- reasons they are having so many well as the public relations and stu- strong. Don't lose faith in us."
problems is because this discussion dent affairs committee chair posiElections for the student senate
tive.
tions. According to Baxi. since the be- of the 2008-2009 academic year will
"It was definitely eye-opening as has not happened yet."
According to Columb., in the case ginning of the year, four out of the 11 be held online at my.rwu on April 2
to how other groups run on campus
and I believe 1 learned a lot about dif- of Senate breaking university policy, titled positions have remained the and 3, and all students are encouraged to vote.
ferent leadership roles and leader- along -with the leadership going same.
against the bylaws outlined in the
"It's not the same as it was three
"It will be interesting to see what
ship structures," Ruth said.
constitution,
it
is
up
to
the
advisor
to
months
ago.
It's
interesting
to
see
a
will
happen in elections," Baxi said.
As part of Senate's responsibility
new person come and bring com- "Many [current senators] are graduto the university, senators must in- step in.
"Advisors have a lot of influence, pletely new ideas," Baxi said. "Some- ating or not returning, and it will be
teract with the clubs and organizaespecially
if we mess up somewhere, times this is easy to deal with while interesting to see breakdown of stutions on campus, endorsing them by
dent senate."
"providing a comprehensive network that could hurt the whole student other times it is very difficult."
Cont'd from page J
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: $2 OFF YOUR NEXT : ~ ALLDAY ~

A FAMILY RESTAURANT
"A CREST ABOVE THE REST"
Serving Pizza, Seafood, Mexican. Pasta,
Specialty Sandwiclles & More!
Also Serving Beer & Wine
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!
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s1299

2 Small
1 Topping Pizzas

No Substitutions Please
Wrth this ad •No lhnlt • No substitutions
C<innot be combined with any other offers.
coupons or discounts. Exp 3126/08
Must mention coupon when placing order.
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Dining Room closes at 10:30pm

Dining Room closes at 9:30pm

400 Metacom Avenue, Behind Blockbuster Video • Bristol • 253-8811

~
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View Full Menu at www.pizzawavebristol.com
Sunday· Thursday 11am-10:00pm

Ask

~
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0
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~

a~out a ~

~ Your Group ~

With 1h•s ad •No timlt • No substitutions
cannot be combined wilh any other offers.
coupons 01 discounts. El<p 3126108
Must mention coupon when placing order.

Watch The Games on One of Our 4 Big Screen Plasma TVs

~
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Served with Fries and Cole Slaw

Friday & Saturday 11am-11pm

"=""'

Specialty
. ""''"""" , _ . ,
included. Good through 3126/08. Canoont be
cbmbineb with any coupon, promotion or dis-

~ Fundrruser for ~

.lobster Roll
Plate

s1199 s1099

Witn ttii s ad • No limit· No substitu1ioos
cannot be combined with any other offers.
coupons or discounts. Exp 3/26/08
Must mention coupon when placing order.

~
) 0

Small one topping pizzas
just $5.00 each.
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2 large Cheese
Pizzas

<

G

(Valid Sunday through Wednesday)
With this ad • No limii • No substitutions.
Cannot be combined wrth afl'f otller offers,
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10% off Sales go b
0
to Your Group.
~

~

Pick a Monday or Tuesday
Night. Tell all your friends
~
to order from Pizza Wave '~0
that night and we'll donate
10% of that order to your ~ 0
group: Call Ron or Cheryl ~
for details a~d reserve your ~
night.
~

~~

0~ 401-253-8811 ~
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Business students manage money late at night
Jessica Carbonne

the student fund managers to garner
a true understanding of the foreign
Late at night while most students markets is to visit them. 'J'he knowlare sleeping or out chinking, 10 of the edge that the student fund managers
top students in the Gabelli School of have brought back and will pass onto
Busin ess are workin g hard in The future classes is inval uable."
Though the students did get time
Center for Advanced Financial Education. also known as the C;\FE. to sightsee. most of their trip consistmanaging a t·eal dollar investment ed of visits to leading financial institutions and a leader in European Fiportfolio.
The 10 students who can be seen nancial education. The group visited
dressed in suits looking at daily stock th e F rankfu1·t Sch ool of Finance and
market information on seve1·al com- Management where they spoke with
puter terminals, are the lop student Professor Dr. Thomas H eimer, Dean
fund managers from the Gabelli of the school. Malafronte explain ed
School of Business who were selected how Dr. Heimer presel}ted on the
bv the Director of the CAFE, Dr. 'Overbanking' of Germany. which
l\fichael Melton. 'T'hese students are made the students realize that inchosen for certain qualities that each vestors should be more accepting of
individual is able to bring to the class, th e sub-prime lending crisis in the
Finance 450- Portfolio Management, U .S. over the mass con fusion they a re
and to the CAFE. The students ai·e experiencing in Germany.
Next the student fund managers
not only finance majors. but also
were
off to Deutsche Bank where they
major in marketing. accounting. and
were
given a presentation on various
management. These students get the
opportunity to construct a real money investment techniques and asset alportfolio. the> Student Investment location. "Having a better underManagement Fund (SIMF) in the standing of the views and cultmal differences of the German Analysts at
state of the mt CAFE.
Thanks to financial sponsorship Deutsche Bank Private Wealth Manprovided by CompUtopia. eight stu- agement has given us an advantage
dent fund managers had the opportu- when looking at earnings estimates
nitv to tnwel to Frankfurt. Gt?rmanv and variou,.;; forecasts on an internadui·ing the last week of February:. tional scale ... Paolella said.
Rollo adds. '"It was an absolute
While there. l,indscv Bauer. Veronica
honor
to even be in the same room
Columb. Cheryl Giua. Matthew DiGiacomo. Steve Malafronte. Garret with someone of the cahber of Dr.
Paolella. Eric Rollo. ancl Josh Elke S1widel-Walz. the director and
Wuerthde. toured \·ariom: financial Senior Investments Strategist of
institutions as attend semrnars at the Deutsche Bank Private Wealth l\IanFrankfurt School of _Finance and agcmcnt."
The students also visited the
~1anag£'1ment. Di-. :\follon. explains.
Frankfurt
Stock Exchange, known as
··Given the International objective of
The Student Investment Manage- the Dculsche Borse. DiGiacomo dement Fund (Rll\1F). the only way for scribes. "I was amazed to see the lack

H e rald Staff

of activity at the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. All of us have now truly seen
the differences between the live auction markets (such as the New York
Stock Exchange) versus the Emopean dealer mark ets."
Finally, the g1·oup attended seminars at the European Central Bank.
Columb explains ...Many of the requirements of the European Central
Banking System are much more lax
in comparison to our Federal Reserve
Banking System."
Although t h e students were very
serious about theiT trip, recalling all
that they learned. they still joked
about the fun they had. Paolella explains, "In addition to visiting the
Frankfurt Financial District. the student fund managers still found time

to experience some of the local culture. For some of us. this was our
first experience abroad and we certainly made the most of it.'. Paolella
adds, "We even took a day trip to Heidelberg, Germany wh ere we were
able to experience the true architecture and h istory of medieval Germany."
This trip afforded students the
opportunity to visit another country,
experience a new culture. and learn of
foreign markets and financial systems directly. "This experien ce was a
chance of a lifetime and we are grateful to President Nirschel. Dr. Melton
(Doc). Dean Ebrahimpour. and our
sponsor CompUtopia for providing
this opportunity." DiGiacomo concludes.

0

Don't take
it home.

Courte~~

Ever Wonder W·h-a t
Kind of a Drinker
You Are?
Ro GER

Packing up your room and
don't know what to do with
all your college stuff for the
summer? Not a problem.
Get a few friends together and store
your things at Warren Storage Center.
You can also rent U-Haul trucks from
us for the bigger items.

....

Won't your parents be proud of your
resourcefulness.

qfCHE

vYILLli\l~B TUl'fI 'TEREl1'Y
·13 FI OG1'ltfG

i\JAiJ•101~1AL l\LCO~lOL 8· CREE1~Ii\f G D.1-lY
'l.IJEBDAY t-D>EIL 8*1':FJ

l lt1.1YL-2P .lVL .
11 r 'l'JJE L ·o1tY:filR

Co~~roi1a

100% temperature-controlled.
Indoor self-storage units from Sx5 to 1Ox30.
24-hour video security and seven-day access. ~
Clean, safe and secure for all your belongings. ~

WARRE~ 401-245-3194
STORAGE 130 Franklin Street, Warren, RI 02885

KJ4

iJ

CE NT E ~

www.warrenstorage.com

2"d Month FREE
"

..
"'

'1

WA.RRE

STORAGE

Not valid with any othe1 offers Coupon rnust be presented at time of rental Expires 6/ 30/ 08.

CE: NT E

401 -245-3194 • 130 Franklin Street • Warren, RI

Participants can complete a written questionnaire designed
to evaluate their alcohol use and then talk with a professional about the questionnaire's results and any follow-up
steps, if needed.

Sponsored by the Wellness Office and the
Counseling Center
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'Outstanding women' honored at campus ceremony
Angela Vince .
Herald Staff

The Roger Williams University's
12'h annual Outstanding Women's
ceremony was held on campus Tuesday, March 25, 2008.
"When I first started working at
Roger Williams University 12 years
ago, Outstanding Women was one of
the first programs I worked on. There
were only about 30 women nominated that year; this year there are 103
honorees. That's amazing,"' said Jen
Stanely the Director of the Women's
Center.
Names of women nominated by
RWU administrators and faculty
were submitted to the Women's Center for consideration. Nominees selected are given certificates recognizing their contributions to the RWU
community.
A 10-minute power point presentation acknowledged great achievements of famous women in society including Roger Wilhalll;S University
women. 'rhe presentation touched
upon events women in the RWU community have been involved in. These
events, including strides towards
breast cancer. knitting for a cause.
the Vagina monologues. and It Takes
Ovaries. are all aimed to inspire and
empower women across the wodd.
The RWU Women's Center held
events such as Comfort Women.
which helped to support various
women who had been forced to produce sexual services to the Japanese

troops.
"We just want to show everyone
how much we appreciate all the wonderful things. whether big or small,
that women do on the RWU campus,"
said Stanely.
Nancy Rafi, a survivor of domestic violence, incest, and sexual assault spoke at the ceremony.
"My biggest regret in life is that
I neve1· had a chance to attend college," Rafi said.
After undergoing her own abusive experiences, Rafi decided she
needed to make a difference in people's lives.
"I needed to put my belief~ into
action," she said, "I wanted to help
give women a vojce as 1 continued to
find mine." Rafi joined the Silent Witness project.
The program was originally developed by eight women in Minnesota who wanted to speak out against
domestic violence. ''The Silent Witness program is a traveling memorial, honoring the women, men and
children who have been murdered in
the acts of domestic violence," said
Rafi. The program is geared towards
making these anonymous crimes
more intimate. It is designed to attach a name and a story Lo the tragic
ramifications of domestic violence.
In a few we.e ks Rafi will be attending a three day conference in
New Orleans. She will be assisting in
the pr9duction of the Vagina Monlogues which will be held in the Super

Singles of the

Dome.
Approximately 72,000 people are
expected to attend, including activists
from various countries like Egypt,
Korea. and Afghanistan. The profits
will be used to help women rebuild
the city of New Orleans.
Rafi closed her speech with an inspiring quote that she said she hopes
all women will learn to follow. "By
giving away the very thing that we
need the most, we get back what we
really need. I never attended college,
but now I have the opportunity to be
a part of that community through

talking about my experiences on college campuses."
Ending the ceremony. board
members of the Women's Center.
Casey Bather. Emily Peterson, and
Dee DeQuatro handed out certificates
to the honorees.
"This program is to showcase the
outstanding women who are making
a difference on campus." said Stanely. ·we need to find a purpose bigger
than ourselves. That is what these
.women have done. It's all about starting out small and making a really big
impact."

-~

l
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Roger William University's "outstanding women" pose together at the recognition
banquet in the Old Student U11fo11.

Moment:IWho what wear

Reporting by: Lorin Richardson

Bachelor of the Moment:
Bryan "Burns"

Bachelorette of the Moment:
Devon McCormick

Beirola
Name: Brvan
"Burns" Beirola
A_ge/ Year: 21/semor
Hair Color: brown
Eye Color: brown
Height: 5' 11
Interests: Watching movies is always a good time, I
play the fife in parades dressed as a
• " ..,._,,..
17 century sailor
(not by myself that would be weird), watching baseball, and of course wings night at
Topsides with my friends
Favorite Movie: The Indiana Jones trilogy
Favorite Book: The Iliad
Favol'ite Type of Music: Big band. like
Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin
What do you look for in a girl? She needs to
be intelligent, and adventurous; also. she
would need to like Disney or at least have a
great enough sense of humor to handle my,
for the lack of a better word, uniqueness.
Describe your ideal perfect date. It
would take place in Italy. no not the country,
I'm talking about the Italy in EPCOT. Just
to add to that, if Tony and Joe from Lady
and the Tramp could sing that would be
great. I wouldn't push the meatball with my
nose though. my face doesn't belong shoved
into the plate, not on the first date anyway.
If you were sent to a deserted island
and only allowed to bring three things,
what would they be? See. I was prepared
for th.is question because Man vs. Wild had
an episode about this. 3 things: water, a
knife, and the willpower to sleep inside of a
camel. I have confidence that a random helicopter will find me just like at the end of
that episode.
What are three things you want to do
before the age of 30? I should probably get
a job between now and then and I'm thinking
a nice federal law enforcement job should do.
l would 1ike to go to Europe (student loan
payments should throw that off track), also I
wanted to move out of Rhode Island (not that
I don't like it but I've been here for all 21
years of my life).

Name: Devon McCormick
Age/ Year: 22/2008
Hair Color: Brown but that varies
Eye Color: Green with sunflowers in the
middle
Height: 5'6" and 2/3
Interests: Everything?
Favorite Movie: Don't have oue...but I
love a lot_
Favorite Book: Too many to list... reading
is my favorite.
Favorite Type of Music: I am Miss
Eclectic- but. no polka... bleh.
What do you look for in a guy? Honest
to god, I have no idea ... but I think my
ideal guy would be goofy as hell, funny. articulate and someone who Teally wants to
make a difference in the wodd, in whatever wav he has decided is best for him.
Describe your ideal perfect date:
Right now T don't have one. I think there
is real beauty a.nd inner p~ace in being
okay with just being you, living your life
without the worry or requirement of a significant other. In fact. in lieu of having a
staggering number of negative experiences
with the opposite sex. I think i'd much
rather spend a date night hanging out
with my friends being goofy and loving
life.
If you were sent to a deserted island
and only allowed to bring three
things, what would they be? J ess.
•Anna and Lo.
What are
three things
you want to
do before
the age of
30? Save the
world. read
every book on
my 1001
books to read
before you die
list and appreciate every
day for exactly1
what it is.

Carey Baldwin
Herald Staff

Who: Caroline Reilly
What: Gym Clothes
G9neRIGHT
Wea1·: Campus Recreat.ion Center aka the
gym
Reilly a sophomore heTe at RWU
was found mid work
out at the gym, sporting a classic running
short (Hind $34.20).
Gym clothes can be
drab so spice it up
with a little flare like
Reilly does with her
blue shorts. If vou
aren't a shorts-kind Qf
girl try a pair of black,
sleek to the ankle
spandies (Champion
$25).
Black spandies
are a must when
working out. they slim
your legs witb out lifting a foot. To balance out her outfit on
top Reilly has a plan white v-neck tee (Hans 5 for $10).
This basic jewel should be a girl's best friend when hitting the gym. No tank tops please, unless it is 100 degrees
out no girl can have a serious work out i.n a tank top. Hidden
underneath he1· tee Reilly had on a simple black sports bra
(North Face $34.95). A good sports bra has its advantages so
spending a little extra goes along way. Por girls that need
some extra support try the Frog Bra (Title Nine $32). this
will give you top rated stabjlity dming your workouts. To
finish off her exercise ready outfit Reilly spoiled her tootsies
with a fantastic running shoe (Asics $120).
These sneaks are the key to a great work out. but don't
just go for comfort and support find a pair that has it all.
great looks as well as being a great work out shoe. There are
a plethora of choices out there so choose wisely. Asks are a
high quality running shoe so if you are putting in miles on
t h e tread mile or burning cals on the elliptical these shoes
are for you. If you are a wor·kout class junky try a cross
trainer like the Nike shox (Nike $104). Which evet you decide make sure they are something you will like to wear. it is
hard enough getting up to go to the gym so make it easier on
yourself with a cute accessory you'll love to wear. like .\·uur
shoes. So girls put on your spandies and lace up yoi.n· sneaks
and bead for the gym!
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On April 16 and 17, 1RWU will host an
invitation-only academic colloquium
focusing on intellectual freedom in the
Middle East. The foUowing events and
programs have been .P!lanned to involve the
enti!re campus community in the weeks
leading up to the conference.
1

Intellectual
Freedom
in the
Middle East
Perspectives & Opportunities

March 27, 2008
6:00 pm
Colloquium Film Showcase: Paradise Now (2005}
From the most unexpected place, comes a bold new call for peace.
Join President Nirschel to watch his pick for the Colloquium Film
Showcase. Marine & Natural Sciences, Room 200

April 2, 2008
5:00 pm
Discussion: The RWU PEN Project:
The Freedom to Write in Tibet and Egypt
Professor Adam Braver and his PEN Col'aborative class
Mary Tefft White Cultural Center, University Library

7:00 pm
Socrates Cafe: "Should an Islamic Community Value Freedom of Expression?"
Facilitated by Professor Joseph Roberts, Ph.D. Mary Tefft White Cultural Center, University Library

April 9, 2008
6:00 pm
Colloquium Film Showcase: Children_of .Heaven (1997)_
This Iranian film was nominated for the Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film. Sponsored by the lntercultural
Center. Feinstein College of Arts & Sciences, Room 157.

.April 14-30, 2008
Iraqi Art Exhibit: "Artists at Risk"
School of Architecture. Art and Historic Preservation Gallery • www.iraqi-art.com

April 16, 2008
12:00 noon (Bring your lunch!)
.
.
Lunch Discussion led by Roger Davidson, President & Founder, Society for Universal Sacred Music
"Education for Universal Brotherhood in the Middle East and Beyond"
Mary Tefft White Cultural Center, University Library

4:30 pm-7:00 pm
Middle East Themed Dinner
Recipes provided by RWU students from the Middle East Region. Dining Commons

5:30 pm
Keynote Address: Joshua Rushing
Former US Marine captain, now controversial Al-Jazeera correspondent,
bnngs his unique perspective to bear on events in the Middle Easl.
Can1pus Recreation Center, Gymnasium
.------..,

8:00pm '
Colloquium·f ilm Showcase: A Mighty Heart (2007)

· · _..--

~

*

.~

This film is based on Mariane Pearl's account of the terrifying and unforgettab e story of her husband, Wall Street Journal
reporter Danny Pearl's life and death. Sponsored by the Campus Entertainment Network & STAND
Campus Recreation Center, Gymnasium

For mor e information on these events, visit http://middleeast..rwu,.edu
1

"
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SAFETY: Students, staff examine campus security
Cont'd from page 1

using data that already existed," said
Vice Pt·esident of Student Affairs, Dr.
John J. King, who has been part of
the RWU faculty since 2004. Because
the system has proven effective with
class cancellations and weather notifications, he urges faculty, staff, and
students to update their contact information, which can be done by logging into myRWU, clicking on the
Emergency Preparedness Tab. and
going to the Emergency Contact Information option.
Even with the changes and technological improvements that RWU
has made, students were disheartened by yet another school shooting
that took place on February 14, and
resulted in the deaths of seven students, including the shooter, at
Northern Illinois University. A day
after the shooting, President Nirschel
sent out another e-mail to students,
saying, "I want to assure you that the
safety of our campus community is
my top priority. We have a crisis
management team that meets regularly and an emergency response plan
in place, which we are continuously
updating and fine tuning.
The staffs in Public Safety and
Student Affairs undergo ongoing
training to respond to emergencies of
all kinds, and they continuously assess situations and risks with the intent of preventing such tragic issues
from occurring on our campus."
The same message was sent in a
letter to parents of RWU students.
and King said that both parents and
students are expressing a higher level
of concern and interest regarding the
school's emergency plan. During last
summer's new student orientation,
many parents were "asking questions

that had never really been asked before about locking down campus, clos·
ing the entrances, and the communication with local police." He noted
that because of what happened at
Virginia Tech. the university was
ready to answer any questions parents had, and at the time, operations
had already begun to instate the Connect-Ed system.
The university was also able to
assure parents that the school has
very good ties with local and state police. "We have a very good working relationship with the Bristol Police. Because our Public Safety personnel do
not have arrest powers. we 'rely on
the Bristol Police to be on campus for
any activity or any action and investigation that might facilitate or require an arrest, so we work with them
on a regular basis, and we utilize
them as detail officers for major
events. They are very familiar with
the campus, with the residence halls,
and we meet with them on a regular
basis," King said.
He also made note that the State
Police barracks a1·e in Portsmouth,
less than 15 minutes away.
This summer, the school's Resident Assistants will also receive extra
training to learn how to deal with violent occurrences that could take
place on a campus setting.
Other schools, much like RWU,
are also making moves to better their
communication methods to students
in case of emergencies. Quinnipiac
University in Hamden, C.T., in which
about 5.400 undergraduates are currently enrolled. has their emeTgency
procedures published online. Much
like Connect-Ed, they also have a Mobile Wireless Alert System, which
sends out alerts to cell phones.
According to the school's Chief of

Security, John Twining, "The text
message alert system is an excellent
way to broadcast emergency alerts in
a timely manner; it is a good fit into
our emergency communication plan.
The Alert system application came on
line in fall of 2007, and it became active this semester." After issuing a
test earlier this semester, text messages and e-mails were sent to students in less than 4 minutes. Currently,
about 55 percent of
Quinnipiac students are enrolled in
the program.
Much like on Quinnipiac's site,
RWU students are able to view the
campus' Emergency Response Plan
online. In it, it outlines the Emergency Response Teams; "Two specific groups are established to deal with
emergencies, potential crises and disastrous occurrences.
These groups, described below,
are the Emergency Response Team
(EH'r) and the Emergency Network
Information Team (ERNIT).
ERT is responsibJe for formulating plans, initiating/directing immediate response to the emergency, advising the University President and
keeping ERNIT informed ... ERNIT is
responsible for developing recovery
plans once a serious emergency occurs or is anticipated."
It also fully describes different
types of emergency situations, including their specific definitions, the
Lead Person and Alternate for the
handling of the crisis, its' Crisis Response Team, other campus organizations that could be called upon in
such a case, and a course of action, referred to as "Action Steps" for each
specific emergency.
Nirschel signed the plan in February 2003, and the most current
third edition was p.ublished in .July.

2005.
On the website's section pertaining to Emergency Procedures. howeve1·, an edit was made on February 15.
2008, stating, "This week's tragic
events are naturally prompting us to
revisit every aspect of our own emergency response measures. and how
we communicate with on- and offcampus communities. In fact, we already have identified additional tactics we could employ and we wiD add
those to a revised emergency response plan in coming days."
"We're currently looking into the
possibility of a campus wide siren system that would be stationed at the
clock tower in the library which
would emit a signal that the community would be trained on to initiate either a lockdown or some other response depending on the signal.'' said
Dr. King about the additions that the
school is making to their emergency
response plans. According to King,
many other schools, specifically
Brown University, are very close to
completing the setup of this kind of
alert on their campuses.
In case an emergency does occur
on campus and students have not yet
received an emergency notification,
King advises that students lock themselves in their room 01· other secure
location and call public safety right
away. They are also urged to communicate with their friends and family
so that they know the whereabouts of
others, and vice versa.
Reporter's Note - In trying to find
out Public Safety's involvement in the
plan, many attempts were made to
contact the Director of Public Safety,
J. David Smith, about the training of
the RWU Public Safety staff. Numerous phone calls were not returned
ande-_mails never received replies.

Freshn1en and Sopho1nores••.

FIND YOUR
"POT OF GOLD"

THE

BRYANT

THIS SUMMER AT
GOLD MEDAL BAKERY!

GRADUATE
Earn TOP$$$ as a
Machine Operator or
Shipper

PROGRAMS

THE BRYANT

MBA

• A rigorous program that can be
completed in one or two years.
•Complete the program with a
class of other professionals.

THE BRYANT

MEET A BRYANT UNIVERSITY

;.. l::11rn S14.S5/br after training

REPRESENTATIVE at

,. PLl'S Sl.00/hr shift differenti11I

the
Roger Williams University
Career Fair

, Opportunity to qualify for end of summer bonus
(A,eragc student bonus=S4!JO>

Wednesday, April 9, 2008
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. in the
Campus Recreation Center

,. \.lily be eligible for $1500 annual scholar..hip

:.- Opportunity to participate in Management lnternship Program

MPAc

•The two semester, fuU-timc
MPAc program meets the 150-hour
requirement for CPA licensure

).. Work onl) 3 days per week and get 4 days off!!
CONTACT US AT (401) 232-6230
OR GRADPROG@BRYANT.EDU

Possibility of part-time work during school year.
Train part-time now to be ready for summer.
We will work around rour school sclledule.

• More than 40 top regional and
international firms recruit at
Bryant each year.
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MST

• This highly specialized program
builds an expertise in taxation.
• The 10-course program can be
completed on a part-time ~basis.

, Schedule inclutles 10 or 12 hour shifts. cnning.. and niJ!h!S

To apply, email ~nhu1•Q...S;,;;(•ltlnwdalh•1l"'•rv.com
Or call 800-642-7568 ext. 799

Bryant
UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF SUSINES!>

Smithfield, Rhode Island
www.bryant.edu
(401 _) 2J2·62}0

•

Act now. •• don't miss out on this
golden oppot1unity!

MCSB

4(~<o£;.,T(6

No experience necegs;ary • •

*

Must be a1 le-~t 18 ycill1:i of .a~c-
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For two weekends in late April
and early May, the Home Improvement Project Class, an elective course
for undergraduate students, will be
renovating the home of a less fortunate family in the East Bay area.
"We only have four days to work
on the house,'' Project Manager Mike
Staples said. "We will be redoing a
bathroom and a kitchen, and we will
be making the attic into a bedrnom,"
The entire project is self-funded, and
throughout the semester the class
has been working on multiple
fundraisers to earn money.
"We had a red parking pass and a
'Sign a Meal Away', which is where
students sign away a meal at the dining commons and we get the money
that would go towards that," Jennifer
Silveria, the pxoject's Fundraising
Leader. said. "We also have a pasta
luncheon and silent auction coming
up."
Among other fundraisers, the
class had a bar night at the Bean and
will be selling post-Easter candy until
Friday.
If you would like to support the
class in their project, you are encouraged to attend one of their fundraisers, such as the April 6 pasta luncheon, from noon to 4 p.m. at the
Portuguese Soccer Club, 136 Child St.
in Wanen. Tickets to this event will
be sold at a table outside of Stop and
Shop in Bristol this coming Saturday.
Faculty, staff, and students are encouraged to attend to support this
cause.
''The homeowners are all female.
The grandmother is legally blind and
handicapped, and her daughter is the
mother of two girls,'' Staples said.
The family is also connected to
the armed forces by working with the

1 6 5 7
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3 7 9 4
2 1 4 8
7 8 3 6
4 9 1 2
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63 Unit of energy

Students set to renovate home
for East Bay family in need
Kelleigh Welch
Features Editor

3 8 4
1 6 7
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7 4 2
8 1 6
9 5 3
5 2 1
6 3 8
4 7 9

Family Readiness Group, which assists the familie-s of men and women
in the military.
If you would like to donate money
to the project, you can do so online at
www.hip.rwu.edu or send a check
made payable to GSB Project Management Fund to:
GSB Project Management Class
Gabelli School of Business
Roger Williams University
Bristol, RI 02809

Come see the softer side of
Senate ...
Mondays at 6:30
in the Senate Chambers

Also, if you would like to donate
supplies, such as huilding materials
(paint, nails, tiles, lumber, etc.),
cleaning supplies, or landscape materials, contact Jennifer Silveira at jsilveira882@hawks.rwu.edu or Dr. Maling
Ebrahimpour
at
bizdean@rwu.edu.

Check us out at:
http://st,udentsenate.rwu.edu

or IM us at:
SenateRWU
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Sailing: Continues strong season
Co11ti11uedfi·o111 p. 11

four races. The finishes put the
Hawks' A division in fourth place
for the weekend.
The combined finishes of the
A and B teams gave the Hawks
72 points, which put them in
third place out of the 18 teams in
the race. Tufts University finished first in the race with the
lowest score of 62 points, while
Brown University finished second with 66 points.
The following weekend, the
Hawks competed in the Veitor
Trophy event at Salve Regina
University and the Central Series race in Boston, Mass. The
team faced foul weather in both
races, with the competition being
postponed by one day in the
Veitor Trophy event.
In the Veitor Tl·ophy, sophomore skipper Jonathan Enright
teamed up with junior crew Kelly
Gorman in the A division to tie
Boston College for first place
with a final score of 32. In the B
division, senior skipper James
Unsworth and freshman crew
Eve Robitallo posted a total of 64
points. which put them in sev·
enth place.
The Hawks finished the
event with a total score of 96
points to put them in fourth behind first place finisher Brown
University with 09. ~ceond place
finisher Boston College with 6;)
and third place finislwr Salw
Regina with I:'>.
At the Central Serie:; race.

Courtes) of Amanda Callahan

Members ofthe RWU sailing team practice on Mount Hope Bay earlier this season. After several stronfJfinishes, the team is ranked eighth nationally.

freshman skipper Tucker Blagden and freshman crew Alyssa
Maynard earned one first place
finish and five second place finishes in the B division over two
days of competition to earn a
third place finish. In the A division, senior skipper Todd Rjccardi and sophomore crew Chris
Snow earned 64 points to finish
fourth out of 10 teams.
The combined scores gave
the Hawks a final score of 106
points. which put them in third
behind Brown University with
76 and Boston College with 5~.
The team ended their spring
break competition with a second
place finish by the women"s team
in the Emily \Yick Im•itational
rac£• held in ~ew London Con-

Coach: RWU assistant
coach leaves lasting
illlpression on tealll
Co11ti11uedjl-0111 p. 12

1'eam members say Viera
was the type of guy who would
give everything he had when
be did something. He had
heart and dedication and he
had a tremendous impact on
the wrestling team.
"Him simply walking into
practice everyday was a huge
motivator for the team," said
Roger Williams junior wrestler
Jimmy Ubele. "Everyone knew
how hard it was for him, and
how if we were in his situation
we would probably not be getting out of bed; going to
wrestJi.ng practice would seem
impossible."
Viera is remembered as an
unbelievably kindhearted man
who never let anything stop
him or bring him down.
"He was a genuine guy,
someone who didn't let his illness get in the way of his life."
said Kemmy. "He watched out
for the team and helped them
in anyway he could."
"He was alwa~·s giving instructions and pumping us
up." said Wordell.
The dedication Viera had
to the team even after he became sick motivated the
wrestlers to another level.
They did not want to let him
down. "We felt that if he was

necticut on Sat Mai·ch 22.
In the A division boat, junior
skipper Sarah Mease and
Boudreau finished in second
place out of 18 boats, while freshman skipper Jane Wal and freshman crew Hadley Avery and Robitalle finished eleventh in the B
division. Saturday's race was the
first time that Wal, Avery and
Robitalle had ever sailed togeth·er in a race.
The Hawks will be hack in
action this weekend when they
compete in the Sloop Series One
at the United States Coast
Guard .\cademy, Central Series
Three at Bo;:;ron College. Southern Serie:' Three at Salve Regina
anc 1\•am Race Sene,.; T\vo ar
honll'.

News
&
Notes
Women's Lacrosse remained undefeated in Com·
monwealth Coast Conference play after posting a
21-7 win over the University of New England on
Tuesday afternoon. The win continues the conference-winning streak the team sta1·ted on March 6
with a 17 -8 win over Curry College.
Sophomore goalkeeper Amanda Magee was in
the net for the Hawks on Tuesday, making 10
saves to improve her record to 4-1 on the season.
Freshman Claire Halliday added six goals to the
win. which marked a career high for her.
Halliday also helped finalize lhe Hawks' win
following the start of the second half with three
consecutive goals in the first five minutes. The
Hawks would only allow two goals throughout the
remainder of the half.
The team will be back in action this afternoon
at Rhode Island College at 4:00.
Men's Tennis defeated Curry College 9-0 in their
Commonwealth Coast Conference season opener
on Tuesday afternoon. Tuesday's match was the
team's first since returning from their spring break
trip to California.
The win improves the Hawks' record to 3-5
overall, while Curry College drops to 0-4 overall.
All of the team's singles wins came in straight sets,
while the team earned 8-6. 8-1 and 8-1 wins at
number one, two and three doubles respectively.
The team witl be back in action on this afternoon at 3:30 when they take on Bridgewater State
College.
Women's softball split their doubleheader
against the Umtc>d States Coast Guard Academ~
on Tuesda~· afternoon. The Hawk,- dropped the
first game S-:3. hut. came back in the second to post
a 1:3-3 win.

_...
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Baseball: has strong spring break showing
Co1111111n•djim11 I'· I:!
sto\(•n base>.

Thl' Hawk;; recorded
wins in both the day and
evening games with Springfield College laking the first
meeting 11-5 and the night
mentally and physically tough cap 6-5. SE>nim· Mike Malenough to get there to support colm pitched into the sixth
us each day we should make to gain the win striking out
him proud and be mentally three. Dahill, who had a .568
and physically tough enough to batling average on lhe trip.
go 100 percent." said Ubele. drove in two and scored anwhile
Verrocchi
"He didn't even need to say other
reached
base
four
times,
anything to motivate us; you
earning
three
walks,
scoring
could see the change in intensity just from him walking in twice and stealing a base.
In the 6-5 finale with
the door."
Springfield the Hawks put
In Coach Viera's honor, up four runs in the sixth givthe Mid-Winter Classic Tour- ing Freshman pitcher Sam
nament in January has been Podbelski his first collegiate
renamed the Scott Viera Invi- win of his career. Sophomore
tational Tournament. The reliever Bill Dunn pitched
Spirit Award has also been re- the sixth and seventh in·
named the Scott Viera Memo· nings earning the save and
junior Kevin Simpson went
rial Team Spirit Award.
"We announced both of 2-for-3 swiping two bases
these at our alumni gathering and scoring a run.
1'he Hawks split their
on Feb. 9 wi.th Scott and his
next double header with
wife Kelli in attendance. It was Bowdoin College dominating
one of the proudest moments of the first contestl4-l, but
his life." Kemmy said.
falling in the second for their
Viera's words. the impacts first loss of the season, 5-2.
he made. and the presence he Sophomore Dan Roberge
had will forever be remem- went the distance in the first
game rout pitching a combered at Roger Williams.
"Having Scott Viera as a plete game five hitter and
coach was a true honor. He retiring five via the strikewas constantly full of great out. From the plate junior
Andrew Haycock went 2-forwrestling advice. as well as ad3 scoring two and driving in
vice about life in general:· said two more.
Russo. ''He taught everyone
In the second game loss
more than just how to wrestle." Dahill once again saw sucsaid Ubele ...He taught us how cess with a double. a stolen
to live our lives."
base. and a run scored. and

Shaun Hogan

A Hawks player hits toward the middle of the first inning of game
one on Tuesday aftemoon. The Hawks.finished the inning up 1-0.

Bolin was a perfect 2-for-2.
The Hawks also split a
doubleheader with Hamline
University of St. Paul Minnesota. The first game, a 95 win, saw offense production from Simpson, Dahill,
and Verrocchi. Verrocchi
crossed the plate twice and
stole a bag, while Simpson
and Dahill had two RBI's
and two runs scored a piece.
On the mound James Lyn·
don reco1·ded his second win
of the early season pitching
into the seventh.
The Hawks fell 6-4 in
the nightcap. although junior pitcher Sean Donovan
pitched three scoreless innings in relief, and sophomore Ryan McCarthy had
two RBI"s.
The Hawks split another doubleheader when they
faced off with UN1ass-Boston
winning the first 15-5 and

losing the second 14-9. Podbelski earned his second win
and the RWU bats drove in
nine runs in the first. Verrocchi led the attack going 5for-5 with a homerun and
three runs scoi;ed. Not close
behind was Dahill once
again going 3-for-4 with two
runs scored and an RBI.
Simpson also drove in two in
his f9ur hit day.
The trip concluded with
the Hawks being swept in a
two game set with Augsburg
College from Minneapolis.
Minnesota. 4-3 and 7-2.
After the quick start to
the season that Hawks are
now 9-5 and will return to
action again Sat March 29 at
12:00 p.m. when they travel
to CCC opponent Curry College in a doubleheader
matchup.

_y .....
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Sailing advances
to eighth place in
national rankings
Shaun Hogan
Sports Editor

A lhird place finish in the Salve Regina University Wood Trophy combined with a fourth, third
and second place finish in competition over spring
hreak has put the sailing team in eighth place in
the Sailing World college sailing rankings. The
new ranking marks a one spot advancement for
the team over their ninth place ranking at the
;;tart of the season.
These finishes continue the team·s strong sea~on. which began on ~larch 1 with a fifth place finish out of 16 teams in the .John Jackson and Graham Hall team-racing event at Georgetown
University and the United States Naval Academy.
'1'he finishes have also brought the team within
two points of repeating their season high sixth
place ranking in the fall.
In the Wood Trophy event. which began on Sat
March 9 and ended the next day, the team faced
varying conditions ranging from heavy rain and
light winds on day one to strong winds on the sec·
ond day. Although the weather conditions forced
Saturday"s race to be called early. the Hawks fin·
ishetl the day in fourth place.
In the A division. senior skipper Andy Goetting sailed with junior crew Kaytlin Hall where
they completed six races to end the day in third
place. In the B division, junior skipper Matt Duggan teamed up with senior crew Sean L ucey to
complete four races before the day's competition
was ended early.
On Sunday, Duggan and Lucey won three out
of six races to put the Hawks' B division in second
place. while Goetting sailed with senior crew
Alexandria Boudreau to finish third in three out of
See Saili11g p. 11.
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Men's baseball wins home
doubleheader against Gordon
Daniel Deblasio
Asst. Sports Editor

The Roger Williams Universitv baseball team returned to
ca~pus this week from a 12
game season kickoff in Cha ndlcr,
Ariz .. with no time to rest before
their n<:>xt upcoming challenge.
On Tuesday afternoon lhc
team hosted a season-opening
doubleheader against Commonwealth Coast Conference opponent Gordon College. The Hawks
added to their seven \\.'ins recorded in the desert posting two more
victories with scores of 3-1 and 92.
Junior James Lyndon threw
a complete-game four hitter.
slriking out three and earning
his third win. Junior Kevin
Simpson drove in the first run
with a sacrifice fly that allowed
freshman Tony Verrocchi to
score. sophomore Grant Bolin
hit a solo homerun in the fourth
and freshman Matt Berte added
an RBI to seal the win.
In the second matchup lefty
Brian Hurld threw five strong innings. giving up one run on six
hits while striking out six. The
Hawks broke open the game in
the fourth when junior second
baseman Bill Lambert knocked a
two run double en route to a six
run inning.
The Hawks started lheir
week in Arizona off with a bang
sweeping two doubleheaders
against Hope College from

Shaun HoAan

Junior pitcher .James Dydon throws in the first inning of Thursday's doubleheader against Gordon College. The Hawks won both games, 3-1 and 9-2.

?vlichigan and Springfield College.
In the opener agamst Hope
College. Lyndon earned the win
throwing six innings giving up
two runs and striking out six.
junior outfielder Jamie Dahill
shined at the plate going 3-for-3.
driving in a run, and scoring

twice in the 4-2 victory.
In the second g~me, a 3-2
Hawks win. Hurld threw a com·
plete game giving up only two
runs and striking out three. This
time around it was Lambert that
saw success at the plate with
three hits. two RBI's, and a
See Baseball p. /I.

Assistant coach Viera remembered for Assistant wrestling
dedication to Roger Williams wrestlers coach loses six year
battle with cancer

Kathryn Nuzzi
Herald Staff

''Scott wasn't just a coach· he
was a role model." said Roger
Williams University graduate
and alumni wrestler Sebastian
Wordell
Coach Scott Viera was rect•ntly taken away by cance1·
after a strong. fearless battle.
Viera left an impression on lhe
Roger Williams wrestling team
that will never be forgotten.
"'Some people never thought
about the sacrifice he gave to
help us out:' Wordell said.
..I can truly say that Scott
Viera made me a better wrestler
and at Lhe same time a better
person:· said John Russo. a senior wrestler.
Viera lived and worked over
an hour away. and six Lo seven
times a week he would give up
four hours a day to coach the
team. ·'That's time he could have
spent with his family: but he decided to spend it with us."
Wordell said...I just hope I can
give my family and job that
much dedication and enthusiasm
as he gave to the wrestlers."
Viera would ti'avel wHh the
team wherever it went and gave
everything he had to coach every
match ...He probably gave more
than the two guys wrestlin~:·
said \Yordell ...By the encl of the
clay. lw woulcln"t have a voice left

Angela Vince
Herald Staff
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Assistant wrestling coach Scott Viera was with the RWU wrest-ling team.for 18
years. He is remembered by wrestlers.for !1is prominent impact on the team

from screaming so much. but
every match, he gave llO percent."
Even after becoming: sick
Coach Viera would still make the
effort to come to matches . ..His
wife Kelli, nn unbelievably
strong woman. drove him to the
New Englands and somP others."
said Da\•e
Kcmmy.
head
wrestling coach for Roger
Williams.
Kemmy knew Viera since

the early 1980s when they were
undergrads together at Rhode Island College.
Viera was head coach for one
year and assistant coach for
twelve years at Roger Williams,
and was al::;o an assistant coach
for Kcmmy at Bristol High
School. He was inducted into the
~ew England Wrestling Association Hall of Fame in 200i right
here UL RWU.
St?c Coach p.11.

RWU assistant wrestling coach, Scott Viera,
44. of Attleboro. Mass., died Friday. March 7. 2008.
Viera served as RWU's first head wrestling
coach and lead the 1991-1992 wrestling team to a
2-11 record. Viera had been the assistant to bead
coach Dave Kemmy for the past 12 seasons.
Growing up. Viera wrestled on the Each
Greenwich varsity wrestling team where he won
Rhode Island titles in the freestyle and GrecoRoman senior division. While attending Rhode Island College. Viera participated in the 1988 regional Olympic trials and won All-New England
honors.
He had coached wrestling at various competitive levels for over 20 years and led wrestling
teams at East Greenwich High Scllool, Eastern
Michigan University. and Mt. Hope High Scllool.
Viera was Rhode Island ~tate vice chairman
and served as a national team coach for five years.
He a lso participated in the local chapter of the national wrestling organization, USA Wrestling.
Viera was to be inducted in the Rhode Island
Wrestling Hall of Fame at the end of March.
After being diagnosed with cancer in May of
2002. Viera battled his illness for almost six years.
He left behind a wife of 12 years. Kelli L. Viera.
daughtexs Courtney A. Viera. 9, and Sydney A,
Viera. 6.. brother Peter C. Viera of Charleston.
S.C .. and sisters Amy A. Morris of North Smithfield. R.l. and Maryann Tegenborg of Williamsburg. V ..A. Among,these people he also leaves behind a"tended family members. c:olleagues.. student
athletes.. and friends.
Viera was eo-c:hairperson and a national public
speaker of the Dana Farber Can~ Institute Adult
Advisory Council.

